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Serbia-Kosovo talks 
‘back on track’ after 
video meet: EU 
BRUSSELS: The EU said Sunday that long-
stalled talks between Serbia and Kosovo were
“back on track” after a video meeting between
the two leaders. Kosovo’s Prime Minister
Avdullah Hoti and Serbian President Aleksandar
Vucic held a virtual meeting chaired by senior
EU officials as they seek a solution to one of
Europe’s most intractable territorial disputes.
Serbia has refused to recognize Kosovo’s unilat-
eral declaration of independence since the
province broke away in the bloody 1998-99 war
that was ended only by a NATO bombing cam-
paign against Serb troops.

Sunday’s round follows another virtual meet-
ing held on Friday, attended by French President
Emmanuel Macron and German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, as Europe tries to re-energize a
process that has stalled for nearly two years.
The EU’s special representative for the dialogue,
Miroslav Lajcak, thanked Vucic and Hoti for
their “constructive engagement”. “I’m glad to
say that after the Paris summit and today’s meet-
ing, the EU-facilitated dialogue on comprehen-
sive normalization of relations between Serbia
and Kosovo is back on track after 20 months,”
Lajcak said in a video statement from Brussels
after the talks.

Hoti told reporters in Pristina that he believed
the dialogue could resolve the outstanding
problems and that Kosovo expected “mutual
recognition” with Belgrade. “We are ready to
take a seat at the table of dialogue to defend the
statehood of Kosovo and to demand the normal-
ization of relations and the reciprocal recogni-
tion between the two countries,” Hoti said.
Attention now turns to a planned meeting in
person between Vucic and Hoti in Brussels on
Thursday. “As a result of today’s meeting we
agreed on the main elements of the process and
we also agreed on the agenda of our next meet-
ing,” Lajcak said.

No details of the process or agenda were
made available immediately. At the start of
Sunday’s meeting, EU diplomatic chief Josep
Borrell, who chaired the talks with Lajcak, called
on the two sides to cooperate to find a way for-
ward, saying the lack of a solution was restrict-
ing economic progress and risking instability.
“These talks will require political courage from
both sides, will require commitment and
engagement in the spirit of compromise and
pragmatism,” he said. “It has never been easy to
find solutions to problems that have been so
lasting and so painful but this is why we are here
today - to try again.”

‘Beginning of the story’ 
EU efforts to get the two sides to talk pro-

ductively have dragged on for nearly a decade
with little progress, with the most recent effort
breaking down in late 2018. Ahead of the meet-
ing, a senior Brussels official warned that signifi-
cant challenges lay ahead, saying Sunday’s talks
marked “the beginning of the story”. “We’ve
been talking for 10 years now without much
success - let’s hope that now is the good time to
make progress,” the senior official said. Both
Kosovo and Serbia have been facing mounting
pressure from the West to resolve the impasse
which is seen as crucial to either side joining the
EU. The new push comes after prosecutors in
The Hague last month charged Kosovo’s
President Hashim Thaci with war crimes. Thaci’s
indictment led to the postponement of a White
House summit between Serbia and Kosovo that
was due to be held at the end of June. — AFP

ADDIS ABABA: Long after the funding for his proj-
ect was frozen, Bilal Endris has kept a lonely watch
over cemeteries in Ethiopia’s capital by slipping
cash to gravediggers to alert his team to any sudden
spikes in burials. In a nation where fewer than 2% of
deaths are registered, an increase in burials may be
one of the first signs that a killer disease is on the
loose. The program was set up to monitor deaths
related to HIV/AIDS a decade ago. Now doctor
Bilal monitors for a spike in fatalities linked to
COVID-19. He has yet to see one, but projects like
his are being set up in other African countries
where many deaths go unrecorded, making it hard
to assess the scale of a disease. In some cases,
nations are dusting off programs set up during
Ebola outbreaks.

Bilal himself has secured additional funding to
restore the program to all 73 of Addis Ababa’s
cemeteries from just 10 now. Only eight countries in
Africa - Algeria, Cape Verde, Djibouti, Egypt,
Mauritius, Namibia, Seychelles, and South Africa -
record more than 75% of deaths, according to the
United Nations. In other regions, where official data
is readily available, researchers have used the num-
ber of deaths from all causes that exceed the aver-
age for the time of year to help gauge the number
linked to the coronavirus pandemic.

“In Ethiopia and everywhere across Africa ... we
go blind.” Bilal told Reuters. “I wanted to turn the
health care system into one based on evidence.” In
the capital Addis Ababa, less than 20% of deaths

occur in hospitals, Bilal said, so monitoring deaths
requires talking to community leaders and burial
grounds. In Nigeria, Africa’s most populous nation,
media reports citing gravediggers alerted authori-
ties to an undetected COVID-19 outbreak in the
northern city of Kano in April, when deaths surged
from a daily average of 11 to 43.

Counting the dead
Bilal’s project began tracking burials at all grave-

yards in Addis Ababa a decade ago. But in 2018, the
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) froze its funding, as the country had started
using other methods to track HIV mortality, accord-
ing to a CDC spokeswoman. Bilal scaled back his
surveillance to 10 cemeteries and began working for
free, paying sources with a tiny grant from Addis
Ababa University - until May. City officials called
him for a meeting, desperate to know whether
COVID-19 was cutting swathes through their city,
he said. The Ministry of Health did not respond to
requests for comment.

Although official figures are still low - 6,973 con-
firmed cases and 120 deaths as of Thursday night -
Ethiopia’s outbreak is accelerating. The university
has now given Bilal enough support to restart the
program in all 73 graveyards. “It used to be funded
by the CDC but now it is funded by Addis Ababa
University as everyone, including the government,
thinks the program is very important,” said Dr
Wondwossen Amogne, an associate professor in

infectious diseases at Addis Ababa University and
director of research at the university’s Black Lion
Hospital. Health minister Lia Tadesse confirmed the
study was being used by the government to monitor
any spikes in death.

As a separate initiative, New York-based public

health initiative Resolve to Save Lives is working
with five other African nations to set up similar pro-
grams, including Rwanda and Senegal. The other
three don’t want to be named. They will establish
the usual death rate by interviewing community
leaders, then watch for spikes. — Reuters

Doctor tracks deaths by monitoring burials at city graveyards

Counting burials: African nations 
scrambling to track coronavirus

US federal executions 
on brink of resuming 
after 17 years 
WASHINGTON: A US appeals court has issued
a ruling that would allow for the first federal exe-
cution in 17 years yesterday, pending a last-
minute application to the Supreme Court.
President Donald Trump’s administration has
scheduled three more executions in the coming
months, saying it is acting in the interest of crime
victims. Daniel Lee, a 47-year-old white
supremacist, was convicted in 1999 of killing a
gun dealer, his wife and her eight-year-old
daughter in Arkansas. He is scheduled to die by
lethal injection at Indiana’s Terre Haute prison.
Relatives of his victims - including Earlene
Peterson, the grandmother of Lee’s youngest
victim - have asked for the execution to be
delayed because of the coronavirus pandemic. 

But a temporary injunction by the Southern

District of Indiana dis-
trict court was lifted by
the Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit
on Sunday, clearing the
way for the execution
to go ahead. The vic-
tims’ family will take
their appeal “to the US
Supreme Court in an
effort to seek reversal,”
their lawyer Baker
Kurrus said in a state-
ment Sunday. They
hope to delay the exe-
cution until travel to the

prison is safe, he said. “The federal government
has put this family in the untenable position of
choosing between their right to witness Danny
Lee’s execution and their own health and safety,”
Kurrus said.

It  comes as the Bureau of Prisons said
Sunday a member of Terre Haute prison staff
had tested positive for the virus. Most offences

in the US are tried at the state level but the fed-
eral government takes up the most serious cas-
es, such as terror 

attacks or racist crimes. The last execution at
federal level was in 2003. In the last 45 years,
only three people have been put to death by the
federal government, including Timothy McVeigh,
who was convicted of bombing a federal govern-
ment building in 1995, killing 168 people, and
executed in 2001. “There’s no reason for any-
body to be carrying out executions right now
because of the pandemic,” said Robert Dunham,
executive director of the Death Penalty
Information Center, accusing Trump’s adminis-
tration of “political use of the death penalty.” 

Trump faces a tough election in November to
secure a second term in office. Peterson, the
mother and grandmother of Lee’s victims,
opposes the sentence and has asked the admin-
istration several times to grant him clemency. A
Trump supporter, she called on the president to
intervene: “The scheduled execution of Danny
Lee for the murder of my daughter and grand-
daughter is not what I want and would bring my
family more pain.” — AFP 

North Macedonia: 
PM, the protege 
and the analyst 
SKOPJE: North Macedonia heads to the polls
tomorrow in its first parliamentary election since the
country added “North” to its name to end a long-
running row with Greece more than a year ago. Yet
the campaign has instead been overshadowed by a
second surge of coronavirus cases. Social Democrat
leader Zoran Zaev is hoping to renew his premier-
ship but faces a stiff challenge from the right-wing
opposition led by Hristijan Mickoski. The country’s
third-largest party, which represents the ethnic
Albanian minority and has played a traditional king-
maker role in previous elections, is also running a
prime minister candidate. Here are the main players: 

Zoran Zaev 
Former prime minister and leader of the Social

Democrats, Zoran Zaev hails from the eastern city of
Strumica, where his family is one of the country’s
top producers of ajvar, a red pepper relish beloved
in the Balkans. He entered politics in 2003, eventu-
ally becoming a three-term mayor of his hometown
and then leader of the Social Democrats in 2013. He
rose to the top office in 2017 after helping oust the
right-wing strongman Nikola Gruevski, who domi-
nated North Macedonia for a decade until 2016.

But Zaev’s next challenge was even tougher,
pushing through legislation to add “North” to the
country’s name in order to end a decades-old argu-

ment with Greece, who claimed exclusive rights to
the name Macedonia for its own province. The EU
had promised to start membership talks with North
Macedonia in exchange for the historic accord, a
painful compromise for many in the Balkan state. So
when the bloc failed to do so in October, a red-
faced Zaev called a snap poll and stepped down.
Several months later the EU finally gave the green-
light. Yet his party is still polling neck-and-neck
with its right-wing rivals, VMRO-DPMNE.

Hristijan Mickoski  
A protege of former strongman Gruevski, who

has since fled a corruption sentence and sought
refuge in Hungary, Hristijan Mickoski is now chief of
the exiled leader’s right-wing VMRO-DPMNE. As
head of the opposition the 42-year-old has focused
on lambasting the name-change deal with Greece
as “treason” and accusing the Social Democrats of
corruption.  Born in 1977 in the capital Skopje,
Mickoski is a professor at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering in Skopje, a job and degree he received
while working as an assistant to his father in the
faculty, drawing accusations of nepotism. Under the
slogan “The renewal is coming”, he is hoping to win
over voters who are still angry about the name-
change and a separate deal with Bulgaria to work
out their own tussles over history and heritage. But
he has stopped short of threatening to repeal the
name-change accord with Athens which ushered
North Macedonia into NATO and has put it on path
to EU membership talks.  

Out of politics for more than 10 years, Naser
Ziberi has come back with a bang as the proposed
prime minister candidate of the Democratic Union
for Integration (DUI). — AFP

Daniel Lee

Amid Stone flap, 
US senator to allow 
Mueller testimony 
WASHINGTON: The Republican chairman of the
powerful Senate Judiciary Committee said Sunday
that he will accede to Democrats’ request to call
former special counsel Robert Mueller to testify,
after Mueller offered a rare public defense of the
Russia collusion probe he led. “Apparently Mr.
Mueller is willing - and also capable - of defending
the Mueller investigation through an op-ed in the
Washington Post,” Senator Lindsey Graham said in
a statement.

Though the committee’s Republican majority had
previously said it was time to move on, Graham said
the Democrats’ repeated requests for Mueller to
appear would now be granted. It was unclear what
Graham’s motivations were, or indeed whether
Mueller —  who has maintained silence on the mat-
ter since testifying reluctantly and in measured
terms before Congress last July-would necessarily
appear.  Graham, once sharply critical of Donald
Trump, is now considered a close confidant of the
president. Democrats were outraged when Trump on
Friday commuted the jail sentence of a friend and
political ally, Roger Stone, who faced a 40-month jail
term after being convicted on seven felony charges
flowing from the Mueller investigation. House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi called the commutation a case
of “staggering corruption.” Only a few Republicans
have spoken up against Trump’s move.

A White House statement Friday about the Stone
matter denounced the Mueller probe as part of a
“witch hunt” by “overzealous prosecutors” looking
into what Trump has often called the “Russia hoax.”
The two-year-long Mueller investigation did not
establish collusion between Trump’s campaign team
and Russia. But Mueller said it did establish that
Moscow had intervened in efforts to boost Trump’s
election chances; and he pointedly said it did not
exonerate Trump of obstruction of justice. The lat-
est round of White House criticism apparently
prompted Mueller to break his longtime silence.

In The Washington Post op-ed published
Sunday, he defended his probe as being of “para-
mount importance,” dismissing White House claims
that he was out to get Trump or his allies. “Stone
was prosecuted and convicted because he commit-
ted federal crimes,” including lying to Congress
about his contacts with WikiLeaks and with “indi-
viduals known to us to be Russian intelligence offi-
cers.” “He remains a convicted felon, and rightly
so,” Mueller wrote. Prosecutors, he added, “acted
with the highest integrity. Claims to the contrary
are false.” — AFP 

SKOPJE: Zoran Zaev (left), leader of the ruling SDSM party greets supporters during an election campaign
rally in Skopje. — AFP 

PORT ELIZABETH: Sello Headbush (unseen), the owner of a Funeral Parlor uses the light from his mobile
phone during load shedding to check on a heap of discarded personal protective equipment (PPE) left on a
stretcher in front of the cold storage room in Port Elizabeth. ‘People were not taking this seriously’ said the
owner of the family run business, as numbers in South Africa of COVID-19 related deaths soars. — AFP 


